Lee and Sarnecka (2010) developed a Bayesian model of young children's behavior on the Give-N test of number knowledge. This paper presents two new extensions of the model, and applies the model to new data. In the first extension, the model is used to evaluate competing theories about the conceptual knowledge underlying children's behavior. One, the knower-levels theory, is basically a ''stage'' theory involving real conceptual change. The other, the approximate-meanings theory, assumes that the child's conceptual knowledge is relatively constant, although performance improves over time. In the second extension, the model is used to ask whether the same latent psychological variable (a child's number-knower level) can simultaneously account for behavior on two tasks (the Give-N task and the Fast-Cards task) with different performance demands. Together, these two demonstrations show the potential of the Bayesian modeling approach to improve our understanding of the development of human cognition.
Introduction
Young children's number knowledge is a classic domain of research in cognitive development. On the one hand, evolution has given humans (like other animals) the ability to represent implicitly small, exact set sizes (up to about 4), and to represent explicitly larger, approximate cardinalities (e.g., approximately 50 vs. approximately 100; see Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke (2004) for review). On the other hand, many types of numbers (e.g., negative integers; pi and other irrationals; etc.) are better understood as cultural products (Piaget, 1952) . This combination of innate or early-developing, preverbal knowledge with painstakingly-acquired, verbalized knowledge makes the case of number a perennially interesting one for cognitive development. The present work uses examples from the domain of number to show how Bayesian models can be useful for studying cognitive development.
The first goal of the paper is to show how a model can be used to decide between competing theories of young children's number knowledge. In our example, one theory, the knower-levels theory, describes development as stagelike, involving qualitative discontinuities in knowledge development. The other theory, the approximate-meanings theory, describes development as essentially continuous, with improvements in children's performance, but no real qualitative changes in their underlying knowledge state. Our version of number-knower-levels theory will make three claims. The first is that children learn the exact, cardinal meanings of the number words 'one,' 'two,' 'three' and 'four,' one at a time, and in order. The second claim is that children figure out the meanings of all higher number words at once when they learn the cardinality principle (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978) , which connects cardinal numerosity to counting; (e.g., Carey, 2009; Le Corre, Van de Walle, Brannon, & Carey, 2006; Sarnecka & Carey, 2008; Wynn, 1992) . The third claim is that, before learning the cardinality principle, children do not know the meanings (even approximately) of any higher number words.
Our version of approximate-meanings theory will make the claim that by the time children have learned the number words of their language (i.e., have learned to recite the conventional number-word list up to 10), they already
